With the popularity of the Internet, Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) has been replacing traditional TV and recommendation systems can help IPTV users to choose programs that may interest them. Compared with other recommendations (e.g., movies), IPTV recommendation suffers from a multi-member problem -more than one family members in a household share TV. Because family members can have different tastes, this problem makes recommendations less accurate for IPTV.
Introduction
The Internet has permeated every aspect of our life with personal computers, mobile phones, and pads. Traditional TV, without exception, has been superseded by Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) for its richer content and more interactivity. Because of much richer content, IPTV users often face information overload and it becomes increasingly difficult for users to choose programs to watch. Thus, recommending interesting TV programs for users is crucial for providing better user experience.
Generally, recommendation approaches are classified into two categories, content-based approaches and collaborative filtering [3] . The content-based approaches recommend items similar to the ones that a given user has preferred in the past. In contrast, collaborative filtering recommends items that users having similar tastes with the given user have preferred. Previous work [4, 13] on IPTV recommendation has adopted a hybrid approach by combining content-based approach with collaborative filtering.
Compared with other types of recommendation (e.g., movie recommendation of Netflix [1] ), IPTV recommendation is particularly challenging for a multimember problem. That is, in a household there are more than one viewers and different family members may have different tastes. Because IPTV data usually only contain the interactions between TV and its users (which does not distinguish different family members), it is difficult for recommendation algorithms to take the subtle difference within tastes into account and to make predictions accordingly. Thus, the multi-member problem makes recommendation less accurate for IPTV.
In this paper, we propose a virtual user approach to solve the multi-member problem. Instead of representing each IPTV user as a single entity, we use a combination of multiple virtual users to represent a single household. In this way, different virtual users capture various tastes among family members, resulting in better recommendation performance. The contribution of this paper includes the introduction of virtual users to a content-based recommendation algorithm and a collaborative filtering algorithm, and our evaluation results on a real IPTV dataset demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed virtual users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work. Section 3 illustrates virtual users and how we integrate virtual users into a content-based recommendation algorithm and a collaborative filtering algorithm. Section 4 evaluates the performance of our scheme with real IPTV data. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work.
Related Work
With the increasing popularity of IPTV, its recommendation has become a hot research topic. Barragans-Mart ı nez et al. mixed the results from a content-based recommendation and an item-based collaborative filtering [4] . Specifically, they enhanced collaborative filtering with singular value decomposition [7] to alleviate both scalability and data sparsity problems, achieving higher recommendation accuracy. Park et al. [13] also proposed a hybrid approach. Rather than recommending a fixed ratio of programs from content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering, Park et al. recommended top-five ranked IPTV programs to users according to the predicted programs' preferences. Finally, Kim et al. [9] proposed a recommendation algorithm using ontology and k-means algorithm. Different from the above studies, this paper targets the multi-member problem in IPTV recommendation and proposes a virtual user based solution. We have integrated virtual users into both content-based and collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms.
Content-based recommendation can be divided into two steps, i.e., obtaining item representation and making recommendation. Typically, item representation is often formulated via vector space model [16] . After obtaining item representation, various algorithms are used to make recommendation, e.g., naive Bayes, Rocchio, decision trees, nearest neighbor, and linear classifiers [11, 15, 8] . In this paper, we integrate virtual users into a nearest neighbor based recommendation algorithm [2, 6] .
Collaborative filtering can be classified into two categories: (i) memory-based algorithms that store all ratings, items and users in memory, and (ii) model-based algorithms that create a summary of ratings patterns offline [17, 8] . The Netflix Prize competition [1] that began in October 2006 has promoted the development of collaborative filtering. For the first time, the research community gained access to a large-scale industrial data set of more than 100 million movie ratings and attracted lots of researchers to the domain [10] . Finally, the "BellKor's Pragmatic Chaos" team won the Netflix Grand Prize [10,1] using a collaborative filtering algorithm based on Regularized Singular Value Decomposition (RSVD) [14] (referred as SVD in [10] ). This RSVD model is popular among Netflix competitors and we choose to enhance the model with virtual users in our work.
Design
This section first introduces virtual users. Then we discuss the integration of virtual users into a content-based recommendation algorithm and a collaborative filtering algorithm.
Virtual Users:Because a single household often has multiple viewers, we introduce virtual users to represent different family members. Specifically, we virtualize two virtual users in a householdKid (corresponds to children in the household) and Adult (corresponds to parents and grandparents in the household). The IPTV dataset we used have predefined categories of all programs and we assign kid category to virtual user Kid and assign other categories to virtual user Adult.
Enhancing Content-Based Recommendation with Virtual Users:The content-based recommendation algorithms usually represent an item as a vector. Then the vector space is powered by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [5] to reduce dimensions in the item representations. Finally, we use nearest neighbor to make recommendation for virtual users for its simplicity and stability [6] . These steps are discussed in the following.
Item Representation. In our data set, each item (program) is associated with some metadata, such as the title and description of the program, actor names, director names, and country names. We tokenize these strings, remove stop words, and compute a vector of TF-IDF [12] values of tokens for titles and descriptions. For actor, director, and country names, each distinct name is represented as a feature in a name vector, with one indicating the name is in the metadata. Then, we combine the TF-IDF vector and the name vector into a single vector for the item. Finally, we obtain a term-item matrix, where each column corresponds to the vector of an item.
Dimension Reduction with LSA. We conduct LSA on the term-item matrix to reduce noise and to reduce dimensions for items [5] . Specifically, LSA is performed with singular value decomposition. Given a m n × term-item matrix A ( m terms and n items). A can be decomposed into three
where f ( f m  ) is the number of latent semantic features of items,  A is the best rank-f approximation of A in terms of Frobenius norm. U and V are column orthonormal matrices and Σ is a diagonal matrix. The best value of f is determined by cross-validation.
Now we get a new vector space that has f dimensions, which is called latent semantic space. In the latent semantic space, the items i 's coordinates is given by the i row i v of matrix VΣ [5] .
Recommendation with Nearest Neighbor. For a given virtual user s u , we predict the virtual user' s rating for item i as follows. First, we compute the similarity between item i and items the virtual user s u watched in the past. We use cosine distance to compute the similarity ( , ) sim i j between item i and item j : ( , ) . || |||| || 
Where j r is rating of item j .
For other virtual users in the household, we repeat the process above. The final recommended items are those with top predicted ratings among all virtual users.
Enhancing Collaborative Filtering with Virtual Users:Instead of using traditional item-based and user-based collaborative filtering, we adopt the RSVD model for its better performance in making predictions [10] . Each item i is associated with a vector 
In order to train the model, we need to minimize the regularized squared error: 
Where l is the learning rate and we set it as 0.002 in our experiments.
Finally, the recommended items are those with top predicted ratings among all virtual users.
Evaluation
Dataset and Settings:The dataset used in our study is from a provincial-level broadcasting corporation of China. It consists of more than 1.6 billion watching records of over 600,000 IPTV VOD programs by over 2.4 million users from January 1st, 2014 to November 30th, 2014. The dataset also contains metadata about the programs, including title, description, actor names, director names and country names. Every program has a type attribute and Table 1 We compare the performance of the following recommendation approaches: CB: Content-based approach without virtual users. This approach can be considered as only one virtual user for a household, where all ratings are assigned to a single virtual user.
V-CB: Content-based approach integrated with two virtual users, Kid and Adult. CF: Collaborative filtering approach using the RSVD model [10] . V-CF: Collaborative filtering approach using the proposed V-RSVD model with two virtual users, Kid and Adult.
In the V-RSVD model, the learning rate l is set to 0.002, and the regularized parameter λ is set to 0.02.
Overall Performance Comparison: Table 2 shows the performance comparison between CB and V-CB and Table 3 shows the performance comparison between CF and V-CF. All experiments are performed with the best parameters, i.e., f and k in CB and V-CB and f in CF and V-CF. From both tables, we can observe the approaches integrated with virtual users (V-CB and V-CF) perform better than their counterparts without virtual users (CB and CF), because virtual users can better capture family members' tastes and make recommendations accordingly. This is evident from the observation that both virtual user Kid and Adult perform better than their non-virtualized counterparts in CB and CF. The virtual user Kid performs better than virtual user Adult, because our current model cannot distinguish adult members in the family. That is, recommendation for the virtual user Adult still suffers from the multi-member problem, which we leave as future work. Table 2 and Table 3 also show that collaborative filtering approaches always perform better than content-based ones. This is partly due to incomplete metadata information in our dataset. For instance, a program may not have information about its actors and directors. Unlike collaborative filtering, content-based approaches depend on such metadata of programs. Consequently, the lack of the metadata information lowers the accuracy of content-based approaches. Figure 1 shows the impact of the number of latent features f on recommendations. We can observe that generally RMSE decreases when f is increasing, because more features result in more accurate latent models. When the value of f becomes large (close to 200), RMSE increases slightly. This is due to small noise introduced into the model by the newly added features. Fig. 1 . The impact of the number of latent factors f on recommendation accuracy in V-CB. Figure 2 shows the impact of the number of the neighbors k on recommendations. We can observe that initially when the value of k is increasing RMSE decreases, because more similar items are added to the prediction model. However, when k is larger than 50, RMSE increases due to more dissimilar items added to the model. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduce virtual users to solve the multi-member problem in IPTV recommendation. We integrate virtual users into two types of recommendation algorithms. Experimental results on a real IPTV dataset demonstrate that virtual users improve the accuracy of both content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering approaches. Compared with virtual user Adult, virtual user Kid is more effective in improving the predictions.
The virtual user Adult may correspond to more than one family members (e.g., parents and grandparents). We can't distinguish individual family members among them. In the family, the male members may prefer certain types of programs (e.g., news and military types) while the females may prefer life type of programs. In future work, we plan to investigate using more virtual users to represent those members. Another direction is to integrate virtual users into hybrid recommendation approaches.
